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Economy to the C onsumer of tbe Incandescent In this discussion a large Dumber of the managers 

Gas Burner. of gas works present took part, and without exception 
BY PRESIDENT HENRY MORTON, PH.D. each one in turn, while indorsing the statements of 

During the meeting of the Western Gas Association the paper as to the advantage to the consumer, em
held in Pittsburg' May 15, 1 6, and 17, a paper was read phatically denied the deduction as to injury to the 
on the subject of incandescent gas lighting, which, business of the gas companies under their �harg'e. 
with the discussion following it, conveyed much of a They all showed, from their own experiellce, that 
comforting as well as interesting character to the while the introduction of the Welsbach burner had 
general reader or rather general gas consumer. often in the first instance and for a short time dimin-

The author of the paper in the first place had many ished the total amount of gas used, this influence 
things to say in disparagement of the Welsbach incan- was promptly reversed by reason of the additional 
descent gas burner, from his standpoint as agas manu- customers secured and light, used, through replace
facturer, on the ground of its reducing the output and ment of oil lamps by the economical and brilliant 
profit of the gas company under his charge, by afford- Welsbach, and its displacement of electric lamps both 
ing those who used it an increased amount of light at arc and incandescent. Indeed, the only note of dis
about half the cost of the ordinary burner. tress heard in this connection was one intimating re-

ment, as an illuminating agent, which has been lav
ished upon its impalpable rival, electricity. 

"I believe that a good beginning at least has been 
made in this direction by Dr. Auer von Welsbach and 
those who have been developing and improving his 
very original invention; and it, therefore, gives me 
pleasure to bring before you this evening (among other 
recent developments in artificial illumination) a num
ber of the burners known by the name of Welsbach, 
in the latest form to which the process of gradual im
provement has brought them, and to point out to you 
what I have found in my own experience as to their 
actual merits or probable future advances. " 

As illustrating the present attitude of the gas com
panies toward the Wel�bach light, it may be noted 
that, at the conclusion of the discussion above referred 
to, a vote of thanks was passed to Herr Auer von 
Welsbach for his discovery and production of the gas 
burner bearing his name. 

.. f .... 

I n  the course of the discussion which followed, the gret that the business of supplying Welsbach burners 
same gentleman gave some illustrations, as for exam- was not in all cases in the hands of the gas companies. 
pie: "We have a club room in our city which used A full account of this paper and discussion was pub-
81,400 cubic feet af gas from January 1 to May 1, 1894. , lished in the American Gas Light Journal for May 27, 
On January '1, 1895, we replaced the burner commonly and is interesting reading to the gas consumer who 
used there with Welsbach burners, and from that time has an eye to economy. Electric Canal Towage. 

to May 1, 1895, they used 35,400 feet-a loss to us of It is not often that any one can point to the fulfill- Canal barges have recently been very successfully 
46,000 feet, or over 50 per cent on one customer in six ment of a quasi-prediction, and it is, therefore, with I towed by electric power on the summit level of the 
llIonths." pleasure that I find in the report of a paper which I Canal de Bourgogne. This portion of the canal is 3;!4 

From the point of view of this manager of a gas read before the Society of Gas Lighting on January miles long and has been made very narrow to reduce 
works, this was truly disheartening; but how about 17, 1889, the following words: construction expenses. There is no tow path, and 
the club in que�tion or consumers generally? To .. The mere cheapening of gas I contend is not the hauling is effected on the submerged chain principle. 
these we think the statement will convey nothing but only or the scientific method of correcting the manifest The hauling upon the chain is now done by electric 
pleasure, qualified by the consideration that it is wastefulness of our present methods of using it to pro- power instead of by stearn, as heretofore. A generat
almost" too '1;ood to be true." duce light. It would be like saying that to secure ing' house has been fixed at each end of the section, 

[f any such statement came from the Welsbach cheap fuel was the right way to improve the steam en- the current being generateu by water power. The 
Oompany or any one interested therein, it would carry gine. In the case of gas, such a policy, if persisted in, dynamos at the two stations, 3;!4 miles apart, are 
little weight, but coming from one who is manifestly can only result in relegating gas to the cellar, the coupled in series. The three mains are suspended on 
an enemy and in deadly earnest, it is equally convinc- kitchen, and the engine room, to warm us, to cook rubber insulators in part from wires spanning-the canal 
ing and encouraging to the gas-consuming publi�. our food, and to drive our machinery; and in replacing and in part from the tunnel roof of the tunnel sections 

It may however be asked, Is this benefit to the it as a means of illumination by electricity, which of the canal. Trolley arms of the usual type are used. 
public to be secured only at the expense and perhaps may, in time, owe its very existence and life to the The motor used on the tug which hauls upon the sub
by the ruin of the gas companies? For, if this is so, it enslaved labors of its deposed rival imprisoned in the merged chain is of HI horse power, running at 900 revo
may in the long run be of doubtful advantage even to furnace of the steam engine or laboring blindly in lutions per minute. During the passage through the 
consumers. the cylinder of the gas engine. tunnel the current is utilized to light the boat, and at 

To this question an abundant answer was given in " I believe that gas, much as it has ueen abused, de- night is used for this purpose during' the entire run. 
the discussion which followed the paper on incandes- serves a better fa.te, and will secure it if anything The cost of the plant was about $27,000, and a saving 
cent gas lig'hting. like the attention is given to its education and refine- of $800 a year is recorded. 

RECENTLY PATENTED INVENTIONS. 
Enl{lneerlng. 

COAL DUST AND AIR FIRING.-Con
stanz Schmitz, Berlin, Germany. This invention pro
vide� a method of and apparatus for mixing coal dust and 
air in proper proportions for feeding to a furnace to ob
tain perfect combustion, the coal dust being fed into a 
chamber where air is in motion, and where the Impuri
ties may be separated from it, while by means of a blow
ing engine tbe mixed coal dust and air, through a con
nection with a feed device. are fed to the fire, the veloc
ity of the air maintaining in suspension just the quantity 
of coal dust which can be burned in the most advantage
ous manner under the conditions presented. 

VESSEL STEERING ApPARATUS. - Se· 
bmltien Lacavalerie, Caraeas, Venezuela. This is an ap· 
paratus especially adapted for use in connection with a 
vessel of conical shape, adapted to go below the surface 
of the water, forming the subject of another patent 
issued to the 8ame inventor. It is designed to facilitate 
steering the vessel either up or down, or to one side or 
the other, or to cause it to progress in a sinuous line. 
The apparatus compnses a box projected beyond the ves
sel amI capable of revolving in itB seat, a shaft carrying 
a rudder being mounted in the box and capable of turn· 
ing with it, while the box and sbaft are operated by 
mechanism within the vessel. Rudders lire mounted on 
the sides .of the vessel and operatively connected with 
each other, there being also a bottom rudder and an end 
Mulder rotating about vertical axes. 

Railway Apilliancel!l. 

BRAKE SHOE. -James E. Worswick, 
Americus, Ga. Thh� is an improvement on a former 
patented invention of the same inventor, and pro
vides a combined brake shoe and dresser, the body of 
the shoe of soft metal, with transverse cutting faces of 
harder material extending flush with the outer face of 
the shoe, the shoe being of greater width than the tread 
of the wheel, and the outer edge of the cutting faces 
overlapping the rim of the wheel. The improvement is 
designed to keep in true shape the entire wearing face of 
the wheel, from the throat of the Jlange to the outer edge 
of the rim. 

SWITCH ADJUSTER. -John Kortan, Jr., 
Detroit, Mich. Tbis is a simple and inexpensive device 
for use on all.kinds of street railways, for adjusting 
the swinging tongues of frogs Iwithout requiring the 
operator to leave the car. It comprises a vertically 
movable rod at the lower end of which is a blade having 
curved Jlngers extending on each side, and the rod hav
ing a handle with the same set as the blade. 

RAILWAY SWITCH.-Louis V. Johnson, 
Brooklyn, N. Y. This switch is to be worked by con
tact of the. wheels with a shifting device on the rails, 
but which may be passed over without working the 
switch if desired, the car automatically opening the switeh 
if desired, and closing it  after the car has passed. Com
bined with the switch point is 1I horizontally sliding shift
Ing plate with a Jlange at each end, the Jlanges projecting 
above the tops of the rails for cuntact with the car 
wheels, and there being intermediate mechanism be· 
tween the plate and switeh point for operating the latter 
from the plate. 

CAR FENDER.-Rafael Mayolini. New 
York City. This isa bow fender, readily transferable from 
one end of the car to the other, and made in two spring 

sections, which, when curved, brought together and 
locked, are'designed to completely guard the front of the 
car, the front and sides of the fender being cushioned to 
prevent injury to any one caught upon It. The connect.ed 
fender sections may be quickly disconnected from the 
car platform, when the spring trames throw the sec
tions outward, carrying with them to the sides of the 
track any interfering objectB. 

CAR FENDER. -Edward L. Kelly, Phil
adelphia, Pa. This fender consistB of a wheel mouuted 
on a vertical spindle carried by a bracket at the front 
edge of the car platform, the wheel extending horizon
tBlly entirely over and beyond the track rails on each 
side, and having an effective gripping surface at its per
iphery, to make a good hand hold for a person falling 
upon it. The wheel may be rotated In either direction to 
carry one to the side of the track, and the front edge of 
the platform above thelwheel is covered by a buffer, with 
side cushions, to prevent injury to one falling upon 
the wheel. 

Mining. 

MINING MACHINE.-Frank S. Dobson, 
Vancouver, Canada. For raising gold from rivers, bars 
or flatB, this inventor provides a vertically movable cais
son in which Is a central pump and agitator, with appli
ances whereby the water from the stream may be made 
to force the material to the pump and assist the agitator 
in removing it, or the water may be introduced to the 
pump and the agitator under pressure from the support 
of the caisson. All the interior parts of the caisson may 
be removed, leaving a clear shaft within which a miner 
may descend to prospect or run a drlft or tunnel 

Mechanical. 

STONE CUTTING MACHINE.-John G. 
Kouhoupt, Jersey City, N. J. According to this inven
tion a frame carries a stationary an vil provided with con
verging slideways in which knives are removably fitted, 
while a reciprocating die inlthe anvil·carrying frame has 
cutting edges registering with the knives of the anvil. 
This machine Is very simple, and may be constructed as 
an attachment to an ordinary trip hammer. Itis designed 
for rapidly splitting and cutting stones, and is especially 
adapted for forming cobble stones or other small stone 
blocks. 

COATING AND PRINTING PAPER.
James E. G1edhlll, New York City. Two machines are 
arranged side by side for this work, according to this 
invention, one receiving the paper from the other, two 
rolls arranged at right angles to each other being ar
ranged in the path of travel of the paper between the 
two machines, the paper passing first under one roll and 
over it in a transyerse direction, and under the second 
roll and over itB top, to paes in a parallel direction to the 
second machine. 

DRIVE WHEEL FOR ELEVATORS, CAR· 
RlERS, ETc.-George S. FoutB, San Jose, Cal. According 
to this improvement the pulley supportB movably con
nected clamping sections which may move into aud out 
of binding contact with the cable, to permit the cable to 
move freely between the sections as it moves into contact 
with the wheel, and then to cause the sections to press 
upon the cable during a portion of the revolution of the 
wheel, thus driving the cable without any slipping. The 
device adjustB itBelflto carrier ftightB or other projecting 
portions on the cable, or to sticks or other obstructions 
between them and the band clamping sections. 

AltricuUu ral. 

PNEUMATIC STACKER.-·Thomas Kirsh
man, California, Mo. For effectively carrying the straw, 
chaff, etc., from the discharge end of a thrashin� ma
chine to any de"ired place, this invention provides for a 
vertical fan to be secured to the rear end of the machine 
over the discharge opening, the opening becoming the 
eye of the fan, into which the straw and chaff are dis
charged, to be driven from the fan into and through 
an appropriate discharging trunk or chute. The (lis' 
charging pipe has an elbow mounted to turn aud loose 
sections connected by links, and may be raised and low
ered without disconnecting the sections. 

INC U B A T 0 R .  - Norman McAslan, 
Briggs, Neb. The case of this incubator has a scric" of 
egg compartments in which the egg trays are so arranged 
that the eggs may be 8ubjccted to different degrees of 
heat, according to the length of time which the eggs have 
been in the incubator. An improved method of ventila
tion is provided, and the heating apparatus is so arranged 
that the temperature may be controlled to a nicety, 
the heat being regulated by a thermostatic device. 

Miscellaneous. 

BICYCLE DRIVING GEAR.-Thomas M. 
Crepar and Hugh lIunter, Clare, Mich. The pcdalll are 
llTranged to move up and down in the segment of a cir
cle, according to this improvement, in8tead of the rider 
being compelled to follow the pedals with the feet in a 
circle, a simple transmitting mechanism actuated by the 
pedal levers imparting a rotary motion to a driving 
sprocket wheel of the ordinary kintl. The simple up and 
down movement of the feet, with the use of a large 
sprocket wheel, is designed to facilitate the attainment of 
great speed with the least effort. 

B I C Y C L E HABIT. - HerbE'rt Luey, 
Brooklyn, N. Y. This improvement comprises a skirt 
divided atthe back and made with folds at the rear which 
are combined with interior partitions forming leg por· 
tions. When the garment is in use the limbs are free to 
work the pedals, the folds falling on each side of the 
saddle, and when the rider steps from the machine the 
rear folds close into the appearance of an ordinary skirt, 
no difference from which can be detccted either at the 
front or rear. 

UMBRELLA FRAME.-Daniel H. Red
mond and Chalkley B. Baldwin, Philadelphia, Pa, This 
invention provides an extremely simple method of form
Ing the jointB connecting the umbrella ribs with the 
stretchers or braces by the employment of a light and 
effident clip, whereby the rib is strengthened in what has 
heretofore been its weak",t point, and may be made very 
light. 

F O L D ING UM B R E L L A.-FrankG. 
Grove and Don P. Lillard, Luray, Va. This is an im
provement upon a former patented invention, providing 
an extensible brace wh ich is easily operated, cheal! and 
very strong. The stick is made up in sections screwed 
together, and each brace comprises a hollow inner section 
and an outer section, the sections sliding upon each 
other. When the umbrella is spread the braces slide'out 
until the springs catch and lock the cover in extended 
position, and in folding the stick is reduced to compact 
shape, the tip removed, the braces collapsed and the 
cover folded in. 

FENCE WIRE STRETCHER.-John O. 
Walton, Belle Vernon, Ohio. To draw and tighten fence 
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wire without making short bends which mIght Injure the 
wire. this inventor has devi.ed a simple device which 
may be readily attached to a fence for this purpose with· 
out cutting the wire or taking it down from itB fastenings. 
The deVICe has a central CMt iron hub-like portion from 
which project wings with narrow throat-like ways, "0 ar
I'anged that by turning the hub in either direction by 
means of a wrench, in using the improvement, the throat 
ways pass over the wire strand and wind it about the hub 
until the desired tension is attained. 

SWIVEL COUPLING FOR VEHICLES. 
Brown IIenley, lIiIlsville, Pa, This i s  a n  improvement 
designed for employment in the front axles of carriages 
and wagons, the lower member of the coupling having 
opposite rcc",ses in the outer side of its exterior circular 
Jlange, and the upper member having opposite notches in 
the edge of its onter flange to engage the lower member. 
The clips employed have claws fitting the notches and 
entering the recesses, the latter being elongated to allow 
of some lateral movement of the claws. The clips serve 
as stops, limiting the degree to which the axle may tUTll, 
and also secure the axle to the spring, preventing lateral 
movement of the latter without weakening It. 

COMBINATION TABLE. -Francis J. Mer
ceret, Baltimore, Md. A table adapted to inclose and 
hide a gas stove, or form a base for it in use, has beeD 
patmted by this inventor. It has a hollow body with a 
longitudinal partition, and across the partition are guide
ways on which i" an adjustable sliding dish shelf, the 
top being made in two parts, hinged at about the middle. 
Besides its usc as a ki tchen table when opened, it may 
serve as a library or sitting room table when closed np, 
being especially designed for use in light housekeeping in 
fiats or apartments. 

l\fATTREss.-l\forris Rude, New York 
City. 'fhis mattre�8 pr('scnts p,pecial cOllYcni{'nct's for 
handling while turning or airin!!, and is arranged to be 
bound loose or tight, as Illay be desired. It has a string 
alternately engaging part of the top and part of the bot
tom, the drawing upon the string compressing the mat
tress at opposite faces. The string is drawn through dif
ferent sets of eyelets, and thus forms several t!"ansverse 
series of loops on the top and bottom faces of the mat
trefts. 

COPYING BOOK BRUSH CUP.-George 
J. Wohltman, New York City. This is a narrow, pan-like 
wsscl with a cover across one end and a grating extend
ing nearly its whole length Just over the water. The 
grating is removable to facilitate cleaning, and the brush, 
wht'n not in use, is ordinarily)aid1iat on the grating. 

HOT WATER FURNACE. - Edwin F. 
Whit", Hollidayshurg, Pa, A horizontal partition forms 
the top of the fire box of this furnace, and there is a 
cham her under the grate at its front end and connected 
with the water return pipes, pipes leading from the 
chamber extending under the bar, of the grate to the 
rear of the hridge wall amI then upwardly, each pipe 
then forming a horizontal coH under the partition, over 
which is a s('cond coj] di8charging into a chamber con· 
nected with the outflow pipes. The construction is de· 
signed to afford quick circulation and utilize the fuel to 
the fullest advantage. 

HEEL. - William Wass, Philadelphia, 
Pa. This invention relat", to the employment of de
tachable wear plates upon boot and shoe hecls, and pro
villes an attaching plate fa"tt'lw(1 to the lweI proper and a 
wear plate held in locking ('ngagt'lIIent WIth, but remova
ble from, the attaching plate. 'fhe wea,' plates are inter-
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changeab.e a s rights 0 r _efts, so that the plates may be 
worn down evenly. 

CAROUSEL.-Milton T. Weston, Ken
ton. Ohio. In the construction provided for under this 
patent the carriages may swing outward from their BOP
porting arms at angles varying with the velocity at 
whIch the revolutions are made. Each carriage Is also 
provided with its own driving mechanism, operated by 
pedals by those occupying the carriage. and all the car· 
riages being connected with a multiple drum, one section 
only of which is connected with one carriage. 

TRUSS.-Dollglas Reid, New Richmond, 
Wis. This truss is designed not to bind the hips or in· 
terferewith the free movement of the limbs. The pres
sure of the pad may be regulated by drawing together 
the rear portions of the band. the .pring8 being designed 
to afford only the lightest necessary pressure. 

WATER CLOSET FLUSHING TANK.
Richard A. L. Blondel. Boston. Mass. According to the 
improvements covered by this patent. the discharge 
valve. valve seat and attachments are removably and ·ad· 
justa bly connected with the "spud" in the bottom of the 
tank. and the disagreeable sound caused by the passage 
of air through the overflow pipe at the time of discharge 
of water from the tank Is prevented. The flu.hing or 
D)ain discharge valve is automatically locked and held 
open for a certain length of time. and then released and 
caused to close slowly and noiselessly. 

CASTRATING FORCEPs.-Ned Farish, 
Jackson, Miss. Thi8 is a tool in which a medicated 
sponge is held on the upper jaw in front of the knife to 
reduce loss of blood and obviate the use of clamps. etc. 

De81gn8. 

INLET VALVE CASING.-Richard A. L. 
Blondel, Boston. Mass. This design comprises a hori. 
zontal flange or extension of the body of the valve cas· 
ing in connection with a vertical cylindrical offset ar· 
ranged beneath and joined with the flange. 

BRUSH BAcK.-Charles Osborne. New 
York City. This back is ornamented with forget.me· 
nots and conventionalized floriate scrolls framing a plain 
surface, with festoons beneath a shell-like fignre at the 
top of such surface. 

NOTE.-Copies of any of the above patents will be 
fnm;'hed by Munn & Co., for 25 cents each. Please 
send name of the patentee, title of invention, and date 
of this paper. 
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or no attention will be paid thereto. This is for our 
infol'lIlation and not for publication. 

Ret'erence8 to former articles or answers should 
give date of paper and p�e or number of question. 

InqniricII not answered ill reasonable time should 
be repeated ; correspondents will bear in mind that 
some answers require not a little research. and. 
though we endeavor to reply to all either by letter 
or In this department. each must take his tnm. 
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houses manufacturing or carrying the same. 
Special 'VrlUcll InCorDlation on matters of 

personal rather than general Interest cannot be 
expected without remuneration. 

Sclentillc American Supplementll referred 
to may be had at the office. Pnce 10 cents each. 

Book .. referred to promptly supplied on receipt of 
price. 
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xamlnation should be distinctly 

(6550) F. W. L. asks: 1. What is a good 
dressing for leather belts, also for rubber belts Y A. 
Lubricator for Belts.-Five parts of India Mlbber are 
Cllt fine and melted together "ith 5 parts oil of turpen. 
tine in an iron, well covered vessel; then add 4 parts of 
resin. stir well. melt, and add 4 parts of yellow wax. 
stirring constantly while melting. This mixture while 
warm iB added. with colistant stirring. to a melted mix· 
ture of 15 parts fish oil and 5 parts of tallow, and the 
whole is agitated until It has congealed. '1'hemass is ap
plied to old belts upon both sides in a warm place. and 
when the belts are in uSe, from time to time upon the 
inner side. By this treatment they become very durable. 
2. How can I make a good cement for holding the splices 
of a leather belt Y A. Leather Belting. Cement for.
Take of common glue and American isinglass. equal 
parts ; place them in a boiler, and add water sufficient 
to just cover the whole. Let it soak ten hours, then 
bring the whole to a boiling heat, and add pure tannin 
until the whole becomes ropy or appears like the white of 
egg.. Apply It w�rm. Buff the grain off the leather 
where it is to be cemented ; rub the joint surfaces 
solidly together. let It dry a few hours, and it is ready 
for practical uoe; and If properly put together, it will 
not need riveting. as the cement is nearly of the same 
nature as the leather itself. 3. What Is the best commu· 
tator lubricant Y A. Heavy petroleum oil applied very 
sparingly with a cloth slightly moistened with the 011. 
4. How can I find the horse power of a common slide 
valve engine Y A. Horse Power of Steam Engines. 
Multiply the square of the diameter of the cylinder in 
inches by 0'7854, and this product by the mean engine 
pressure, and the last product by the piston travel in 
feet per minute. Divide the last product by 33,000 for 
the indicated horse power. In the absenc�of logarith. 
mic formul", or expansion table, multiply the boiler pres
snre for % cut-off by 0'91, for � cut-off by 0'85, % cut
off by 0 '75. 3·10 cut-off by 0'68. This will �ve the mean 
engine pressure per square Inch near enough for ordinary 
practice, for steam pressures between 60 and 100 pounds. 
always remembering that the piston travel Is twice the 
stroke multiplied by the number of revolutions per 
minute. 

(655P N. A. D. writes: In getting ready, 
to start our engine. we found that the valves would not 
work. We removed the cylinder head to ascertain the 
cause. and we found four of the bolts broken. or the 
heads snapped from the bolts that hold the follow· 
ing head. The engine was left at half stroke. and the 
force was great enough to fly from the f"lIowlng head 
down to bottom valves. No water or ice In cylinder. 
Corliss engine. one hundred and eighteen horse power. 
I am at a loss to know the cause of the breakage. Will 
you explain? A. 'fhe breaking of a follower bolt is 
not unusual. but that four should break at the same 
time is inexplicable. Possibly they have not broken at 
once. but consecutively, and taken refuge In the exhaust 
valve until their num ber made an obstruction. 

(6552) P. J. M. asks what the word 
horizon means in patents. A. It means the same as it 
does in any connection, I. e .• lhe mOi!t remote visible limit 
of the earth's Erurface. or a line parallel. with that limit 
where it adjoins the sky. 

(6553) M. E. K. asks how pipes can be 
stopped leaking where they screw in the fittings on a 
hot water system. 18m having some trouble with them 
and cannot stop the bad ones. A. The leal<}' pIpe joints 
show bad work In putting together. Clamps can be 
made to fit the joints and bolted on with packing of iron 

(6555) S. W. asks how fast a boat 12 
feet long. 33 inches beam, using a 6 Inch 2 bladed pro
Ileller. can travel In calm water. The boat is good model. 
For motive power I wish to use the simple electric mo· . 
tor described In SUPPLEMENT, No. 641, running It with 
4 cells of storage battery. How long can I run the boat 
and shall I use a flat or round beltY A. Four miles per 
hour is as much as you can expect with the motor and 
battery named. You should have not less than 6 cells. 
We do not recommend a belt. Use cut gearing and bring 
the shaft down to the motor. You may run from 6 to 
8 hOIl18. 

(6556) F. H. writes: Suppose a circular 
piece of metal2)1llnches diameter, and of certain thick
ness. w�ighs 10 pounds. How to find the weight of a 
double diameter (5 inche.) piece of same thickness as 
former, then weight of a triple diameter, ete. A. The 
weights are as the areas. For the 8rea, square the dlame· 
terand multiply by 0·7l454. Twice the size is four times 
the weight for equal thickness. 

(6557) J; B. B. writes: A youn� me· 
chanic made the assertion the other day that if a gage 
was put under the bottom of a steam boiler and the boiler 
was put in use, the gage would only show the pre.· 
sure of the water. I should think that the gage would 
show the prei!Bure of the water plus the pressure of the 
steam. A. The gage will show the steam pressure added 
to the water pressure. as you suggest. 

(6558) S. W. L. says: Will you please 
publish In your query column a receipt for making 
printer's tablet glue P A. The composltitlon Is said to be 
prepared as follows: Glue, 4 pounds ; glycerine, 2 
pounds ; linseed oil. )1l pound; sugar, � pound; aniline 
dyes. q. s. to color. The glue Is softened by soaking it In 
a little cold water, then dissolved together with the sugar 
In the glycerine, by aid of heat over a water bath. To 
this the dyes are added, after which the 011 is well 
stirred in. It Is used hot. Another composition of a 
somewhat similar nature is prepared as follows: Glue, 
1 pound; glycerine, 4 ounces ; glucose sirup, about 2 
tablespoonfuls; tannin, one-tenth ounce. Give the com
position an hour or more In which to dry or set before 
cutting or handling the pads. 
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Lead better ........ .... .......... .. ............ ..... 5*0,322 

Bowl and slab. multiple combined wasb. Clifford 
BOx� Us"e�'Mai'Ch' boi::' . p"iiCiiiicii-· • . Powder 'biix: 640.285 
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Bread crumblniZ macbine, J. Lee . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . ...• MO.563 
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Burner. See Hydrocarbon burner. Vapor 
burner. 
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Can. See Jacketed can. Oil can. 
Can beadln� machine. H. SCbaake .. ................ 5*0.368 
Can labelln..: macblne. Northoott & Lake .......... 640.363 
Can wiping macbl ne. E. H. Potter ................. 640,697 
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Car couplln..:, Taylor &: Austin ...................... 640,281 
8:� ���g}l�:: �u�t:a't\�· · iiiippliiaii;'; Lovatt:::.:: �:� 
Car door bracket. E. A. illll ........... .......... ... . 640.693 
Car fender. J. B. Benton ............................. 640.379 
Car fender. Wettstein & Rodmann............... • 640,374 
Car fender. pick-up. E. D. Crouch ................... 640.485 
Car replacer. J. Haa" . ... .......... .................. 640.*37 
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Cartrld"e and cartrld..:e cbarge, H. Maxim ......... 640.327 
Cartridge and cbarge tberefor, H. Maxim, 
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Case. See Eizg case. 
Cas. tor m""azlnes or pamphlets. R. H. Tilley . .. 640.469 
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Ci"arette •• etc., pocket case lor. R. H. Fancourt _ 640.5*! Clamp. N. P. Mader ........... ....... ............... 640.555 
ClasC' 

See Garment clasp. 
(;lot folding macblne

F
E. Hall .............. 640.249, 640.250 
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Coflln jOlDt. metalli C . C. M. Drennan ................ 640,300 
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Cool<in" ve •• pl. F. G. Hubbard ............ ......... 640.491 
Cotton lapper"rate, A. ArnOeld ....... ..... ........ 640,570 
Con pIIng. See Car coupll n". PIlot coupling. 
Cran& fa.tenln" device. K. F. Lalter..:ren .......... 640,«8 
Crate. e�1I and fruit, J. Guthermann ................ 640;/46 
Crea mert centri fUllsl. F. Hart. ... ................... 510,385 
Cultivator and pulverizer, corn, Anderson &; 

Ben.on.. ... .. ...... .. .... . ........................ 640.2re 
Curlin" tong8 8upportin" device, �. W. Holt .. ..... 640.388 
Cutter. See Flue cutter. 
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.�:::::::: �:g� A study of present currency sys· Dental .aliva .ipbon. J. Simon.on .................. 640.562 
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lative to the volume of the world's 8rsk.:- wEtJ°ber-.. d .......... .... ...... ........ .. • 640.282 
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solution of the currency problem. Door cbeck.l
I
quid. J. H. Sbaw ...................... 640.518 

By Maurice L. Muhleman. 1895. 
Door f.stener. J. Chivill ................ ..... ......... 640.'23 

New York: Charles H. Nicol. Pp. 8::����y�rJPh·l .. H��i�ek·oui.en:::::::::::::::::: �tM 
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M. Leak et al. .............................. 640.502 
Investigate the author's private views. but the simple In- �I:��i� b::�:�: .f.·-:'·3��L:::: ::: ::::::::::::::::: g:s:� 
formation as to the standard coins of different countries Electr!c mRcblne. dynamo, G. De Camp ............ 5*0.351 
is of much interest, and the archreological point, that it I �l:�g::� ���'l:;·J,:.)���'h:,;:::::::::::::::::::::::: �:� 
is very difficult to supplant a coin of long acceptance is I Electric sw ltcb. J. O. Heinze. Jr ... ................ 5*0.358 
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really seems strange that mankind should be willing to 

I 
Electrom�lIetic wlndln

�
. LoomiS & Pleroe ........ 5*0.32;; 

live In so confused a state as regards measures and �l:::��� ';.�I\�?I:r:vl� d:
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monstration of the fact that it Is very hard to bring Embrolderln".macblne .tltcb adjustin..: mecban-
about a change for the better. 
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THE BROWNIE SONG BOOK. A book of En"��:;;IU�.�I� .. f��.�I.':�����.��i.�: .. ��.��.t.�� .. � 234 
brownie songs for cbildrt;n (y.oung· 
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and old). Words and musIc wrItten, Fastenll

� 
dllvJce .. M.I. Hamburller ............. . .. 

COUl posed and adapted by S. G. �·ancet. oyer & rblllippl .......................... .. 

P tt L d St L 
Feedwater alarm. B. A. Wblte....... .... ........... ,375 

ra . on on: anley, ucas. Ii eedwater beater. B. Vlctor .................. _ .... .. 640,370 
Weber & Co. Chicago: Laird & Feedwater reRulator and alarm. B. &: M. Doer-

r. 
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Fence stay, wire, W. H. BogIlB ........... . . .. ....... MO.OO6 

TO INVENTORS, 
An experience of nearly fifty years. and tbe preparation 

of more ttran one bundred thousand applications for va'" 
tenLS at hQme and abroad, enable us to understand the 
laws andJ1rac ttce on both continents, and to possess un
equaled 1'Iicllitles for procuring patent. everywbere. A 
synopsis of tbe patent law. of the United St.ates and all 
foreign countries may be bad on u.pplie&tion, and persons 
contemplating t he .ecurlng of patents. eltber at bomeor 
abroad. are invited to write to tbis oftlce for prices, 
which are low. in accordance witb the times and our ex
tensive facilities for conductln" the business. Address 
MUNN &: CO .• onlce ScrKNTIFIC AMERICAN,OOI Broad
way. New York. 

Fences. implement for attacbiDg cross WIres to, 
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Fire extlnllulober. band . J. H. Hy rne ............... 640.231 
�'Ire extln�uisblng apparatu •• J. G. Lorraln ....... 540;264 
Fire kmdler. M. A. Dee ..... . ... ................ .. ... 640.609 
Fires! system of and apparatus for extiDlluishinll, 

Birkett & McElroy ............. : ..... ........... MO.2'l6 
Fireproof cellln" and lIoor. J. W. MacKnlgbt ...... 640.451 
�·lreprooflloor. con.truct ion ot. W. M. Barr ...... 640.22* 
Float. V. D. And erBon ..... . .......... ............. ... 640.416 Flue cutter. C. n... C. Nielsen ....................... . MO.«l1 
Flume "ate. N. S. A brabam.on ......... ............ 5*0,568 
l1'orJl'in� spikes and nails, ma.cbine for, J. S. Pes-
Fu.:l
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S. TlrIIer .......... . .. .. .... ... . . ....... ... .... .... 640.369 

Furnace. See Boiler furnace. Heat ing fu rnace. 
Steam or hut water furnace. 

INDEX OF INVENTIONS �':::�:·a�l8t�:�r:�:�;,:·eOm·biDi;oi::r:·ii:ii4ii� 640.563 
I Fu�J'e�:iinini.·mi,.t·aiiur�iciii:ii:TBibOt:::::::::: m:� 

For whleb Lener. Palenl of lb. I Furniture. adJu.table .upport f<r scbool. A. 
Andren ............................................ 5*0.531 

(Ja�e. See Saw gali!"e. Game device. J. W. Ednie ... ..................... .... MO.aM 
Uarb""e receptacle. W. H. Willson ................. 640.530 
Garment clasp. H. Zerin" ............................ 1>40.290 
Garment .tretcher. Haven. & We.tman ........... 640.310 
Gas. apparatus for manufacture of. C. W. Plnk-

n ey .................................................. 640.659 

Untied Slale. were GranCed 
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ISee note at end of lI.t about copies of these patents.] 
Acid. amldunapbtboldlsulfo, Ulrich &: Bam-
Ad:':�I�I·ti�·: nove'lii:j:'n: J'ciil.i.io·.i::::::::::: ::: '. m:!M 
A"in" li quors. C. A. Steen _ ............... . ...... .. _ .  640.279 
Air brake brancb pIpe drain cup. W. K. Conness .. 640.539 
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C
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,237 Automatic .wltc�. A. B. Hobart .................... 640,«.'1 
Axle and box and lubricatl<>:!) 01 sam ... Dalton &: 

McMillan .................................... ..... 640.65 
Axle boxe •• dust guaTd and 011 saver for car. F. 
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Bicycle saddle. A. L. Garford . . ••..•.•••••• 640,!30 to 640,!3:! 

Gas compressor, osc ilia ti nJZ, J. Humes . . . . . . . . . . . . •  540,400 
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Gate. See Flume /late. Swinging �ate. 
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Glas. articles, machine for ..:rlndln�. H. C. 
Lutber ...................... .. ................... 640 824 
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Governor. ceutrifugal, 1.. O'Hara. .................. . 
Grain binder conveyer. Hill. & Kromer .......... .. 
8���i�:����·I:.;.1J.°.l�.;gel.'::::::::.·. : ::::::::. ': .: 640.49'.1 
HlU'lle ••• l'. J. Law .................................... 640.261 
Hame.s drlvinll bit. H. Small....................... 640,ID! 
Harrow, Hencb & Dromgold ................ . _ ...... 640.618 
Harrow. dl.k. Y. Hisle ........... ..................... 640.050 
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